SUNDAY 5th FEBRUARY 2017
HAMPSHIRE CUP ROUND UP
Talbot Rangers carry the Hayward League banner into the quarter finals of the HAMPSHIRE
SUNDAY SENIOR CUP after their 6-0 fourth round triumph over JP Morgan from Division
Two. Mark Pudney opened the scoring from the penalty spot and Rangers strengthened
their grip on the game thanks to a Mickey Finch hat-trick and a couple of goals from Dominic
Falco. Rangers will travel to Portsmouth to meet Co-op Dragons in the quarter finals.
Loch & Key’s HAMPSHIRE JUNIOR A CUP run ended in a fourth round defeat against
Bramley United who went through 5-4 on penalties after the game finished all square at 2-2.
Stevie Rattue and Mike Barber were the Loch & Key scorers.

HAYWARD SUNDAY LEAGUE ROUND UP
Priory Quays have a commanding eight point lead at the top of DIVISION ONE after Kev
Brennan and Rhys Jones both plundered hat-tricks in their 8-1 hammering of Brit Sports.
Quays’ other strikes came via Ollie Peckham and an own goal while Martin Johnson scored
Sports’ consolation goal.
Nearest rivals Abbey netted through Kev Collins but their title hopes were dented when East
Christchurch SSC upended them 2-1 with goals from Jonny King and Max Fletcher.
Bournemouth Athletic netted through Harry Grant and Ash Damen but they remain anchored
to the bottom of DIVISION TWO after Wimborne Magpyes sank them 4-2 thanks to Dave
Johnston’s hat-trick and a goal from Harry White.
Scott Davidson struck twice when bottom placed Ferndown Forest recorded only their
second win of the season in DIVISION THREE, shading it 3-2 against fellow strugglers
Richmond Park Rangers. Terry Daly was the other Forest scorer while Spencer Churchill
and Dominic Howcroft replied for Rangers whose early season form looks to have deserted
them in recent months.
AFC Burton Reserves were 5-2 winners against Scott V in DIVISION FOUR thanks to
Ananda Kumar Nair, Dan Bailey, Shane Spence, and a couple of goals from Kyle Butler.
Mike Ford and Kyle Greenwood were the Scott V scorers.
Unbeaten Pilot are just a point adrift of DIVISION FIVE front runners Portchester with two
games in hand after their resounding 8-2 triumph over Christchurch Starre. Scott Arnold
and James Stickland both bagged hat-tricks for the Pilot with the other two goals coming
from Karl Chalkley while Brad Blomfield and Nick Burton provided some consolation for
Starre.
Meanwhile Dan Pearson struck for Parkstone but Morden kept their promotion hopes alive
with a 3-1 victory thanks to Lee Symes, Martin Haskell, and a spectacular own goal by
Parkstone’s Ryan Matthews.
Veteran campaigner Paul Harding notched a hat-trick when Poole Borough UAB Reserves
went back on top of DIVISION SIX on goal difference after giving Tower Park a 6-0 drubbing.
Curtis Harrison added two with the other Borough strike coming courtesy of an own goal by
a Park defender.

